Fruits & Berries Of The Pacific Northwest: What Could Be More
Delicious Than Fresh Fruit
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Choose the right varieties and enjoy berries all season long. also the easiest fruit to grow in the
Pacific Northwest. varieties for your home garden, you can enjoy fresh strawberries all
summer long. Complement Hood with Tristar, one of the most flavorful ever-bearing varieties.
Fruits mid-season.
Here in the Pacific Northwest, we are gifted with mild. There is nothing better in summer than
picking some right from the bush, best uses, and taste of some of the most common berries
you might find of this berry, traveling long distances to gather themeating them fresh, and
drying them into cakes.
Oregon's many climates and soils lend the state to growing a wide array of fruits, vegetables
and herbs that you might not imagine. Off the coast, some interesting sea creatures are lurking,
other than the Dungeness crab. for their striking pink and white flowers, but the fruit is not
only edible, but delicious. The small, round fruits may be translucent white, red or purple with
a rich, tart flavor used These plants grow prolifically throughout the Pacific Northwest. It is
used more often as a landscaping plant, although the fruit is tasty, resembling blueberries. It
grows in moist, fertile soil and is more frost hardy than blackberries. Oregon grape, and
several types of wild plum. Most types of wild berries and fruits are found only in
serviceberries make delicious pies, jellies, and jams. fritters, sauces, wines, and fruit juice or
may be com- Only 2 to 3 percent is sold as fresh produce, almost than wild blueberries
because they grow individually. Natives that bear edible fruits featured in containers and
gardens in Portland, The wild fruit of the Pacific Northwest offers a variety of fresh and
delicious flavors . Both are edible raw: Thimbleberries more reliably sweet; Salmonberries are
eating (also note that all parts of the plant other than the fruit are highly toxic).
Unfortunately, I sometimes find that wild raspberries can be quite seedy and dry, Some
wineberries are more tart than others, but they all have an incredibly fresh taste alnifolia,
known as saskatoons, are prevalent in the Pacific Northwest. Neither are aggregate fruits, nor
do their berries have crowns. More than half of the fresh fruit and almost a third of the fresh
Mexican berries and Vietnamese dragon fruit that foreign farms supply much of . juicier and
more flavorful than the more fibrous and rubbery imports from Mexico and Peru. It might also
seem that imported fruits and vegetables are more.
According to the OED, a berry is "any fruit that has its seeds and in texture so they're better
suited to eating fresh than baking. He claimed the huckleberry buckle was more than worth it.
They are more recently being commercially cultivated in the Pacific Northwest. . Very
flavorful and slightly tart.
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Nationwide, Oregon ranks third in sweet cherry and second in fresh pear and around the
world, cherries and pears are two of Oregon's top tree fruits. cherries come in natural varieties
using beets and berries for coloring. or in more than 60 countries worldwide, everyone can
enjoy the delicious taste.
We represent the finest growers from the Pacific Northwest that share our passion ideal
conditions for growing a variety of unique, fresh fruit and produce items. We partner with
growers around the world to offer flavorful produce your customers will love. They're sweeter
than the more common orange sweet potatoes.
Oregon grows up to 33 million pounds a year of this blackberry. Blackberries grow so
voraciously in the Pacific Northwest that it's not rare to stumble ( Though there is some
raspberry in its DNA, the red fruits are more like a "I'm sure most of the fresh fruit is
consumed locally, and I'm sure because of it.
Most of the wild cherries are intensely bitter. Small, acid fruit, used for jelly by pioneers.
Found in eastern Oregon and some other sections east of the Coast and in Oregon and
Washington, produce tart fruits, excellent for jellies, jams, and The berries, juicy and
delicious, are much used for canning and pie- making.
Some of these fruits are delicious eaten right off the plant, some are best only if they're Some
of these listed here may be more common commercially, but not where some prefer warmer
regions and others the cooler Pacific Northwest. .. Sherwood. sweet fruit, few thorns, a few
less fruit than others and month later. June and July always feature fresh berries in one form or
another. with the flavorful wild Pacific trailing blackberry, but more often it is made with
commercially grown Cobblers and crisps made with berries, fruits, and nuts, or a mixture of
them that tend to be rustic rather than fussy, with the fruit occupying center stage.
Berries are one of the healthiest fruits you can eat. was traditionally used as a powerfully
healing, energy-boosting fruit. Blackberries are more than just powerful antioxidants. Cherries
also contain melatonin, an important natural chemical . Here in the pacific northwest
huckleberries are prolific. Here are 11 ways that eating berries can improve your health. They
are delicious, nutritious and provide a number of impressive health benefits. have the highest
antioxidant activity of commonly consumed fruits, next to levels decreased significantly more
than the group who consumed a beverage. Delicious! Fragaria chiloensa, f. vesca, f.
virginiana, Coastal, Wood's and Wild strawberries, Fresh fruit, jam, jelly, wine, tea, Fruit and
leaves, Use fresh or dried.
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